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Tile-based DNA self-assembly is a powerful approach for nano-
constructions. In this approach, individual DNA single strands
first assemble into well-defined structural tiles, which, then,
further associate with each other into final nanostructures. It is
a general assumption that the lower-level structures (tiles)
determine the higher-level, final structures. In this study, we

present concrete experimental data to show that higher-level
structures could, at least in the current example, also impact on
the formation of lower-level structures. This study prompts
questions such as: how general is this phenomenon in
programmed DNA self-assembly and can we turn it into a useful
tool for fine tuning DNA self-assembly?

Introduction

DNA self-assembly provides a powerful approach for nano-
constructions.[1–7] One strategy of the DNA self-assembly centers
on DNA tiles.[8–12] Individual DNA single strands first assemble
into well-defined structural tiles, which, then, further associate
with each other into final nanostructures. This strategy has
allowed assembly of a wide range of DNA nanostructures from
discrete objects to extended arrays.[13–23] In the tile-based DNA
assembly, the final structures can be precisely predicted from
the tile structures and the tile structures have no change during
the final structure formation.[8] Here, we report a case study that
the final DNA structures impact on the tile formation. Similar
phenomena have been observed before in other molecular
systems. For example, it is not uncommon that crystals packing
changes the structure of the molecules to be crystalized.[24,25]

However, our observation, to the best of our knowledge, is the
first report for programmed DNA self-assembly and may also
suggest that it could provide a novel design strategy for
programmed DNA self-assembly.

This study utilizes a DNA homo-oligomerization system
based on the branched Kissing Loop (bKL) motif. Homo-
oligomerization is a common strategy to form large protein
complexes in nature due to its simplicity.[26] It reduces synthesis
errors,[27] minimizes coding space,[28] and effectively regulates
large assemblies.[26] It also inspires a minimalist’s approach for
assembly of complicated DNA nanostructures.[29] For one single
DNA component to assemble into non-linear structures, it
needs at least three interacting sites. Its two ends could
potentially be involved in sticky-end cohesion, then one more

interacting site must be internal and should not involve a free
end. Such internal elements are very limited for DNA with two
noticeable examples of the paranemic crossover (PX) motif and
the bubble-bubble interaction,[30,31] which are relatively large
motifs. Recently, a small bKL interaction has been designed for
RNA self-assembly by modeling common RNA KL interactions.[32]

Such bKL interactions provide a convenient way for DNA homo-
polymerization.

Results and Discussion

A bKL interaction involves two DNA duplex molecules: one with
a 6-nucleotide (nt) bulge and the other one with a 9-nt hairpin
loop (Figure 1c, 6-nt base-pairing region, red; A3-region, green).
If the two single-stranded regions have complementary
sequences [the hairpin loop has three extra adenines (A) at the
5’, Figure S1], they will base pair with each other to form a half-
turn duplex and bring the two DNA duplex molecules together,
resulting in a 3-way junction (Figure 1a). It is a branched
structure, thus being named as branched Kissing Loop inter-
action, in contrast to the coaxial stacking architecture of the
conventional RNA kissing loop interaction. The overall architec-
ture of a bKL motif closely resembles the structure of a T-
junction motif (Figure 1b), a previously reported DNA motif.[34]

Though both motifs provide cohesion between two molecules,
a major difference exists between the two motifs in terms of
the involvement of free DNA ends at the interaction interfaces.
A bKL requires no free end, but a T-junction critically depends
on two free ends. Thus, bKLs allow two DNA molecules to
interact with each other by internal elements while T-junctions
cannot. Internal interactions (involving no free end) are the key
for folding long strand into defined structures without helping
strands.[31,35] In this study, the T-junction was used as a reference
because of its close, architectural similarity to bKL.

Motifs K1 and T1 were designed for homo-oligomerization
via bKL and T-junction cohesion, respectively (Figure 1). Both
motifs have a semi-rigid L-shape. Each motif contains one
complementary interaction pair located at its top and lower left
corner. In addition, there is an inert end at the lower right for
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each motif: a blunt end and a hairpin for K1 and T1,
respectively. Upon bKL or T-junction cohesion, the motifs will
homo-oligomerize into triangle and square tiles because the
motifs are not fully rigid. We first tested the assembly by native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, nPAGE (Figure 2a). Upon
thermal annealing, 1000 nM K1 and T1 each readily homo-
oligomerized into primarily two complexes, which appeared as
two bands: one fast moving, major band and a slow moving,
minor band, presumably corresponding to triangles (homo-
trimers) and squares (homo-tetramers), respectively. The rea-
soned geometries of the products were consistent with direct
visualization with atomic force microscopy, AFM (Figures 2b
and 2c). After annealed, the DNA samples were deposited onto
mica surface and immediately imaged in fluid. Under AFM, DNA
particles were randomly scattered on the mica surfaces. All
particles clearly exhibited the geometries of either triangles or
squares. There were many triangles, but few squares, which
agreed well with the nPAGE observation (Figure 2a). From the
AFM images (Figures S2a–d), we counted both triangles and
squares and calculated their relative abundance, which changed
as the DNA concentration changed (Figure 2c). As expected,
when DNA concentration increased, the relative abundance of
the squares (the large complexes) increased. But overall, the
squares were the minor products in this DNA concentration
range.

Then we investigated the impact of tile-tile interaction on
the tile formation. The DNA polygon tiles from motif K1 have
multiple blunt ends exposed. Two polygon tiles could interact
with each other via one pair of blunt end stacking. In free
solution, such blunt-end stacking was too weak to stably

associate the DNA tiles together to form any large nano-
structure. However, when directly annealing the DNA motifs on
mica surface, the situation changes. Our previous study
demonstrated that weak DNA tile-tile interaction could be
stabilized by DNA-solid surface interaction to allow DNA tiles to
assemble into large nanostructures.[36] We annealed 60 nM K1
on mica surfaces and then imaged the samples by AFM
(Figures 3 and S3). As expected, the DNA polygon tiles
associated with each other into 2D arrays. Since the motif K1
primarily assembled into triangle tiles, it was expected to see
honeycomb-like 2D arrays; instead, to our surprise, tetragonal
DNA arrays were observed. This indicated that K1 first
assembled into squares instead of triangles. From this, we
reasoned that the packing of tiles into 2D arrays impacted the
formation of the tiles themselves. In tetragonal lattices, four
tiles would form a stable, closed ring; in honeycomb lattices, a
stable, closed ring required six tiles. Thus, kinetically, tetragonal
lattices are much easier to form than honeycomb lattice in
dilute DNA concentrations. Such a preference in lattice
formation could mean a shift in the triangle-square equilibrium
in tile formation to favor the square formation.

As a control, we annealed 60 nM T1 on mica surface in the
same way (Figures 3g and 3h). Polygon tiles from T1 have
hairpins instead of blunt ends at outside, thus, could not
interact with each other and would remain as individual tiles.
Indeed, the observed structures are dominantly individual

Figure 1. Branched Kissing Loop (bKL) for DNA self-assembly. Schemes of (a)
bKL cohesion (with no free-end) vs. (b) T-junction cohesion (with a free-end).
Both involving the formation of a half-turn DNA duplex. Formation of
discrete polygons via (c) bKL or (d) T-junction cohesion based on similar
one-strand motifs, K1 or T1, respectively. The schemes were drawn with the
computer software Tiamat.[33] Red represents the 6-nt base pairing regions
and green represents the A3-region and T4-loop for K1 and T1, respectively.

Figure 2. Characterization of the assembly of discrete DNA polygons via
homo-oligomerizations in solution. (a) A native polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (nPAGE) analysis of the DNA assembly ([DNA]: 1000 nM). AFM
analysis of the DNA discrete structures homo-polymerized from 60 nMK1 (b)
or T1 (c) in solution via bKL and T-junction cohesion, respectively. Each
contains a pair of close-up views of individual DNA triangle and square. (d) A
bar graph showing the relative distribution of triangle and square at
different DNA concentrations. The data for 60 nM and 600 nM were from
AFM imaging and the data from 1000 nM was from nPAGE.
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triangles and very few squares. This control experiment
excluded the possibility that mica surface itself changed the
triangle-square equilibrium in tile formation and confirmed our
reasoning. To further exclude this possibility, we performed
another control experiment where we incubated K1 at a low
concentration (60 nM) on the mica surface for an extended
time, and we did not find the mica surface rearranging the
square motifs and expelling the triangle motifs, but instead a
mixture of triangles and squares (Figure S4). This gave more
evidence to the possibility that the 2D array was impacting the
formation of these component tiles.

Based on the observation above, we optimized the DNA
design for assembly of tetragonal DNA arrays from bKL
interaction (Figures 4 and S5). When K1 motif is used, the DNA
square could potentially interact with other via two competitive
ways for blunt-end base-stacking (Figures 3a and 3b). Such a
competition prevented the DNA tiles to uniformly interact with
each other to form large, highly ordered 2D arrays. To
overcome this problem, we replaced the blunt ends with short
sticky ends (2- or 4-nt for motif K1a and K1b, respectively) so
that any two interacting square tiles had a uniform, relative
twisting phase. After annealing the DNA tiles with mica surface,
ordered tetragonal 2D arrays were observed and gave out clear
fast Fourier transform patterns.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated that DNA tiles associate into
higher-order structures which could impact on the tile
formation itself. This study shed new insight on the complexity
of programming DNA self-assembly. It also adds a new tool for
programming DNA self-assembly and allows for fine tuning the
assembly pathway for complicated DNA nanostructures. Being
able to control the equilibrium of DNA assembly may also
provide a new mechanism for switching DNA nanostructures in
terms of responsive materials[37,38] and act as a new platform for
biosensing.[39–43]

Experimental Section

Formation of DNA complexes

Assembly in solution: DNA strands were dissolved in TA/20 mM
Mg2+ buffer at designated concentration and was slowly cooled
down from 95 °C to 22 °C over 8 hours and then 22 °C to 4 °C for
16 hours in a water bath. The TA/20 mM Mg2+ buffer contained

Figure 3. DNA Homo-oligomerization on mica surface. (a) Route of K1 homo-
tetramerization into squares, which further interact with each other via blunt
end stacking into 2D arrays (b and c). Red crosses and dots indicate that tiles
facing into or out of the plane. Green arrows indicate the positions where
blunt-end stacking between tiles. (d) An AFM image of the 2D arrays, (e) its
corresponding FFT pattern, and (f) the reconstructed image. (g) T1 motif
homo-oligomerizes into polygons that have no blunt end, thus remains as
individual polygons. (h) An AFM image of the DNA polygons from T1.

Figure 4. Sticky-end cohesion arranges DNA polygons into 2D arrays on
mica surface. Motifs K1a and K1b contain a 2- and 4-nt sticky end,
respectively. A pair of an AFM image of tetragonal DNA 2D arrays (inset: FFT
pattern) and its reconstructed image from FFT. (d, e) from K1a; (f&g) from
K1b.
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40 mM tris base (pH 8.0), 20 mM acetic acid, and 20 mM magne-
sium acetate.

Assembly on mica surface: the DNA strands were dissolved in TA/
10 mM Mg2+ buffer at 600 nM. A piece of freshly cleaved mica was
emerged in the DNA solution. Then the solution was slowly cooled
down from 95 °C to 22 °C over 8 hours and then 22 °C to 4 °C for
16 hours in a water bath. The TA/10 mM Mg2+ buffer contained
40 mM tris base (pH 8.0), 20 mM acetic acid, and 10 mM magne-
sium acetate.

Tabulation of discrete nanostructures from AFM and PAGE
(Figure 2d)

For the AFM: Counts of triangles versus squares were based visual
analysis with criteria that the shape could only be counted if it had
the total correct number of sides and was clearly distinguishable.

For the gel: Percentage of triangles versus squares were based on
the band intensity through ImageJ analysis. The bands for K1 and
T1 in the 5% PAGE gel were selected and the band intensities that
corresponded to the triangle and square were recorded.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

Denaturing (20%) PAGE: The gels contained 20% 19 :1 acrylamide/
bisacrylamide, 8 M urea, and TBE buffer (89 mM tris base, adjusted
pH to 8.0, 89 mM boric acid and 2 mM EDTA). The gel was run at
55 °C under 650 V on Hoefer SE 600 electrophoresis system and
then was stained with ethidium bromide (Sigma). The major band
was cut under UV light and was eluted out. As well, denatured
samples prepared in the native PAGE gels were not annealed as per
above, but instead, the DNA was added to 8 M urea, heated to
95 °C and then snap-cooled before being inserted into the gel
wells.

Native (5%) PAGE: The gels contained 19 :1 acrylamide/ bisacryla-
mide, TAE/20 mM Mg2+ buffer [40 mM tris base, pH was adjusted
to 8.0, 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) and 24 mM magnesium acetate]. The gels were run at 4 °C
at 250 V. Then stained with Stains-All (Sigma) and scanned by an
HP scanner (Scanjet 4070 Photosmart). The DNA bands were
quantitated using ImageJ software for the 1000 nM DNA samples in
Figure 2.

AFM imaging in solution

For samples assembled in solution: DNA sample solution (5 μL) at
the designated concentration (600 nM and 60 nM) was deposited
onto a freshly cleaved mica surface, incubated for 1 min, and then
25 μL of imaging buffer (TA/20 mMMg2+/5 mM Ni2+, containing
40 mM tris base (pH 8.0), 20 mM acetic acid, 20 mM magnesium
acetate, and 5 mM of nickel (II) chloride) was added onto the mica.
Imaging was performed on a Bruker Multimode 8 AFM at
SCANASYST-FLUID mode with ScanAsyst-Fluid+ silicon with nitride
layer probe (Bruker). Samples annealed at 600 nM had to be diluted
to 60 nM in buffer (TA/20 mMMg2+, containing 40 mM tris base
(pH 8.0), 20 mM acetic acid, and 20 mM magnesium acetate) before
5 μL of sample was deposited to be able to view individual motifs.

To compare the outcome of the K1 motif and its formation, we also
performed a control experiment (Figure S4) which required 30 μL of
sample (K1) annealed in TA/10 mM Mg2+ buffer to be incubated on
the surface for 36 hours.

For samples assembled on mica surface: After annealing, the mica
disc was removed from the solution and one side was dried and

then adhered to the iron substrate. Imaging buffer (30 μL; TA/
10 mMMg2+) was added to the mica disc and then imaging was
performed as the samples assembled from solution.

All experiments were carried out at 22 °C. Fourier transformation
was determined by the spectrum 2D analysis tool and the repeating
distance was determined by the section analysis tool, both in the
program NanoScope Analysis version 1.50.

Supporting Information

Additional experimental data can be found in the Supporting
Information.
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